
 

FABER SPONSORS THE FABRIANO FILM FEST  
 

The world leader in the kitchen hood sector reaches out to the film world by sponsoring the 
International Film Fest in the city of Fabriano.  

 
Milan, May 2016. Faber is sponsoring the fourth edition of the Fabriano Film Fest, an event that 

will be hosted at the Museo della Carta e della Filigrana (Paper and Watermark Museum) on 

21st, 22nd, 27th, 28th and 29th May and sponsored by the Marche Region – Distretto Culturale 
Evoluto Valle della Creatività (Sophisticated Cultural District of the Valley of Creativity), the 
Province of Ancona, the Municipality of Fabriano, Marche Fondazione Cinema Multimedia 
(Marche Multimedia Cinema Foundation). 
 
“Throughout our activities, we always try to emphasise two fundamental aspects of our company: 
our connection with the local territory and our strong faith in innovation, focusing our attention on 
young designers of the future” explains Riccardo Remedi, Managing Director of Faber. “This 
festival is a major opportunity to promote short films, and this is why we wanted to support the 
event”.  

The Festival, under the Artistic Direction of Valentina Tomada, is organised by the Opificio delle 
Arti Cultural Association in conjunction with Cahiers du Cinéma - Espressione Image and 
the Multisala cinema in Fabriano. During the festival, 18 competing short films will be shown, 
which originate from the 5 continents, as well as short films that are not taking part in the contest, 
that won during the UNESCO Cities of Film International Festivals in Busan, Bradford and 
Galway. In addition, the audience of students, movie buffs, emerging talents, curious spectators 
and tourists will be given the chance to take part free of charge in the viewings and workshops, 
seminars and top-level film events.  

The busy schedule of events will be completed by the presence of important guests from the Italian 
film world, including Elisabetta De Vito, nominated for the David di Donatello 2016 for the film 
"Non essere cattivo"; Paola Mammini, David di Donatello 2016 for best screenplay with "Perfetti 
sconosciuti" and Nicola Guaglianone, scriptwriter of the multi award winning “Lo chiamavano 
Jeeg Robot”. 

Originally founded in 1955 as a company specialising in working with plastic and synthetic resin 
materials, Faber began making kitchen extractor hoods in 1958, producing the first plexiglas model 
and establishing what is now known as the “Fabriano hood district”. Considering its strong ties with 
its home city, the company has grown constantly and continuously to become the number one 
concern on the European market and subsequently world-wide, thanks also to the ongoing 
acquisition of multiple production plants.  

Present on 4 continents, with plants in 7 countries including Italy, Sweden, France, 
Argentina, Turkey, India, and Mexico, supplemented by a sales office in Russia and the USA, 
Faber is in fact one of the world's top three kitchen hood manufacturers. The Group leads the 
way in Italy, where one out of every two hoods is a Faber, and Faber is an international presence 
with its own trademark and other leading European brands. Continuous internationalisation and 
willingness to accept new challenges has led Faber to become part of the Franke Group, the Swiss 
multi-national leader in Kitchen Systems. 

 

 

 



 

For further details about the broadcasting and events, visit www.faberspa.it and 
www.fabrianofilmfest.it 

 

For more information: 

 

www.faberspa.com 

www.facebook.com/Faber 
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